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Coming to a downtown near you

Well, there's been a lot of talk and reports (the Houston Press included) about the changing

Montrose as well as attitudes about the LGBT community in Houston, and now there's one

more thing to point to.

Today, Pride Houston®, Inc. announced that the annual Houston LGBT Pride

Celebration® will take place in downtown Houston rather than in Montrose next June. Its

president noted that it's past time for "a segregated community" or event.

The press announcement acknowledged that: "For 36 years, the Houston LGBT Pride

Celebration has been held along Westheimer near the Montrose neighborhood, considered

to be the neighborhood for the LGBT community," but its organizers felt a change was

needed -- because it was so successful. 
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Stop the segregation

Over the past decade, Pride Houston has seen a steady growth in attendance for the

Houston LGBT Pride Celebration -- now more than 425,000 from around the world.

Growth also means new challenges in dealing with expansion, safety and attendee

satisfaction. Pride Houston formed a Community Task Force comprised of

volunteers from top-tier consulting firms to assist with objectively analyzing all

aspects, including location, to determine the best move for the organization.

During a September Board Meeting, with a 7 - 1 vote in favor, the Board of Directors

passed the motion to move the Houston LGBT Pride Celebration to downtown

Houston from its Montrose location.

"The time has come for the Houston LGBT community to come out of the closet," said

Frankie Quijano, President and Chief Executive Officer for Pride Houston, Inc. "The

original purpose of Pride in the 1960s was to break down barriers and show that as an

LGBT community we refused to be ignored. There is no longer a need for a segregated
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community in Houston. Therefore, the move downtown will help break additional barriers

of inclusion and integration."

"With the coming changes, Pride Houston is gearing up for growth and newfound success in

the broader Houston community," said Tim Garippa, Chair of the Community Task Force

for Pride Houston. "This year will bring many new activities for attendees while ensuring

everyone feels safe and prideful being who they are. With any change, growing pains can be

expected. The Community Task Force reviewed multiple options, locations, settings, events

and potential impacts. I'm confident that this move will be the dawn of great things for

Pride Houston."

Event organizers said a larger family fun zone and a large disco ball or chandelier will be

added to next year's June 20 event. Along with fireworks -- which actually might be starting

sooner than that, because change is most always difficult.

Update, 4:55 p.m. October 1. And case in point:
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Update 5:57 p.m. October 1. He is not alone.

AbOUT Magazine has sent out an email blast calling for a meeting at Westheimer and

Montrose at 9 p.m. today in support of the parade remaining in Montrose.
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Nice to know GLBT officials thinks assimilation is the same as liberty.
That idea didn't work out so well for the Native Americas, or for that
matter any other socially-oppressed group, but far be it from me to
divorce you of your delusion. 
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Name another... And really... Native Americans... Now who is
delusional.

Like Reply

Btw I am totally against the move.

Like Reply

Blasphemy.

Like Reply

I think it's called "moving into the mainstream". Some good, some
not, as always.

Like Reply

Nooooooooo

Like Reply

Is there anything yuppies won't ruin? First they got the city to kill the
Westheimer Street Festival, and now they've kicked out the Pride
Parade. 

Like Reply
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6 days agojohnnybench  

6 days agoRudyard 
The first thing that I thought of was the old WSF. When it
moved out of Montrose and onto Allen Parkway, it wasn't
the same fest. What made it special was the location. I
predict the same thing happening in the case of the parade.
Part of the fun was hanging out in the area before and after.
I don't see that happening when it's downtown. People will
park, watch, then go back to their cars and drive home.
Attendance will gradually slip and a few years from now it
will be down to a few dozen people on the sidewalk waving
flags as the floats go by.

Like Reply

6 days agoh_e_x 
@Rudyard I think that's the cities long term plan. It
would be difficult to straight up ban a parade or
festival, so they try to attach as many onerous
rules as possible to make sure it can't succeed.
The downtown area isn't exactly teeming with
nightlife, and what is available is usually a bit fussy.
There is definitely going to be a lower turnout
because of the move downtown, but I think that's
what the city wants. Remember, Annise Parker
supported the rules that lead to the death of the
WSF. 

Like Reply

Gee, I wonder when the NYC Pride Parade will relocate to the upper
west side in the spirit of "desegregation?"

I get the notion that downtown might be better able to
accommodate the size of the parade but the notion that moving will
help Houston "come out of the closet" is asinine. 

Doyle's response was measured, respectful and insightful.  
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@johnnybench I kind of feel bad for him, he's the GM and
now it's been moved. 

Like Reply

Final nail in the coffin for the Montrose we used to know and love. 
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